Extreme free surface elevations beneath offshore platforms, second order trapping, and the near flat form of the quadratic transfer functions. 
Extreme wave elevations beneath o↵shore platforms, second order trapping, and the near flat form of the quadratic transfer functions
Introduction
The phenomenon of near-trapping is a near-resonant local response excited by free-surface waves of a certain frequency interacting with arrays of obstacles such as vertical surface-piercing columns (see Linton and Evans (1993) , Evans et al. (1994) , and Evans and Porter (1997) ) or with other geometries, including single bodies. Each near-trapping frequency is associated with a mode of strong local free surface oscillation which decays rather slowly in time due to wave radiation to infinity. However, the excitation periods of all but the lowest one or two near-trapped modes are usually too short to be significantly excited linearly by typical storm waves for most multi-column bodies as large as semi-submersible or tension-leg platforms. Non-linear wave responses can arise from various effects, such as the velocity squared term in the Bernoulli equation for pressure, and other non-linearities in the free surface boundary condition. The lowest order non-linear force is at sum and di↵erence combination frequencies of the component incident wave frequencies. Second order sum frequency excitation of the higher near-trapped modes by waves with an incident period twice as long as the mode excitation period can form a large component of extreme wavestructure interactions (Walker et al. (2008) , Grice (2013) ). Since second order responses can cause such a large contribution to the overall surface elevation, linear calculations are not su cient to accurately model extreme wave-structure interactions. One must include second order contributions, despite the large increase in computational complexity, and the use of quadratic transfer functions (QTFs) is one possible method of modelling the second order responses in real sea-states. Quadratic transfer functions (defined below) are convolved with the incident surface elevation spectrum to give the response surface elevation spectrum, using the standard Volterra series approach described, for example, by Schetzen (1980) .
Transfer functions
Potential flow theory is used here to describe the incident waves, and the wave scattering by the structure. The unknown velocity potential, satisfying 2 a non-linear boundary condition, is expressed as a perturbation expression in wave steepness, truncated at the second order terms (i.e. terms quadratic in wave amplitude). Equation 1 describes the linear response elevation ⌘
R to two incident waves with amplitude A i m, angular frequency ! i rad/s, and phase i rad, where i = 1, 2 and b i is the linear transfer function (LTF) at frequency ! i . The second order response components are then given by Equation 2 with the QTFs for the potential sum term b P S , quadratic sum term b QS , potential di↵erence term b P D , and quadratic di↵erence term b QD . This decomposition into quadratic and potential terms has been widely used by others to facilitate interpretation and verification of computed results (see, for example, early examples in Kim and Yue (1990) and Eatock Taylor (1991) .) The quadratic terms refer to the simple local product of two first order incident wave components.
Potential terms arise from the inhomogeneous equations for the fluid velocity potential at second order and are driven by the interactions between pairs of incident frequency components. These are associated with the generation and propagation of free waves out to infinity as well as local contributions close to the structure. Sum terms refer to response at a frequency equal to the sum of the incident frequencies, ! R = ! i + ! j , (i.e. double the incident frequency for the self-interaction) and the di↵erence terms refer to a response at ! R = ! i ! j .
⌘
(1)
Here < indicates that the real part is taken.
The quadratic transfer functions (QTFs) can be found using boundary element potential flow codes such as WAMIT (see Lee et al. (1991) and Newman and Lee (1992) ) or the Oxford code DIFFRACT (see Eatock Taylor and Chau (1992) , Zang et al. (2006) , and Eatock ). These lead to the total surface elevation to second order in the vicinity of a structure for a given incident wave. Calculation of QTFs can be very computationally intensive and so it would be beneficial if a reasonable approximation could be found which reduced the number of QTF calculations necessary. Linear calculations are quick and cheap but have been shown to be insu cient when modelling extreme wave structure interactions, see for example Walker et al. (2008) and Stansberg (2014) . Calculation of each QTF not only takes much longer than for LTFs, but for an incident wave surface elevation spectrum with N frequency components one needs to fill four N ⇥ N matrices to cover the second order interactions between all possible pairs of frequency components. Use of symmetry when populating each matrix of QTFs can be used to reduce the number of calculations from N 2 to N (N + 1)/2 (the leading diagonal plus one side) but this is still computationally expensive. Taylor et al. (2007) introduced a near-flat sum QTF matrix approximation for surface elevation around cylinder arrays. The authors observed that at low frequencies the sum QTF is a strong function of the output frequency (! S = ! i + ! j ) and virtually independent of the frequency di↵erence (
, which is the distance away from the leading diagonal. This observation means that the whole QTF matrix might be approximated using only the leading diagonal.
It would allow a reduction of the number of QTF calculations from N (N + 1)/2 to N . This observation has the same empirical form as the Newman (1974) approximation for di↵erence frequency forces in vessels in irregular waves but Taylor et al. showed that a similar form of approximation is possible in second order sum surface elevation QTFs for arrays of cylinders. This approximation is investigated further to assess whether it is reasonable for use in wave-structure interaction analysis for certain types of configuration such as semi-submersible and tension leg platforms. 
Near-trapped modes
Before beginning the lengthy process of calculating quadratic surface elevation transfer functions it is important to investigate the incident frequencies most likely to give a violent response. By finding the near-trapped mode frequencies for a given structure one can then plan the frequencies at which transfer functions should be calculated to give a reasonable model of extreme wavestructure interactions. The structure under study here is a simplified version Figure 1 (b) will be discussed later. To identify the near-trapped frequencies for the simplified structure in Figure 1 (a) the method of Linton and Evans (1990) was used, leading to thirteen near-trapped modes with a wavenumber less than 0.3 m 1 . Open ocean wave components with wavenumbers greater than this would have minimal energy and are therefore not considered. It is also possible to identify complex wavenumbers at which theoretically a phenomenon of pure trapping occurs (with no radiation of waves away from the body). The method of Linton and Evans (1990) makes use of a truncated infinite Fourier-Bessel series to model the total wave field including wave-structure interactions. When the matrix of coe cients associated with this truncated infinite series has a value of the determinant close to zero, a particularly violent response can occur. If a wavenumber leading to a zero in this determinant is real then pure-trapping has occurred. However, this only occurs for particular special geometries. In contrast, a much wider range of geometries leads to the phenomenon of near-trapped modes. The wavenumbers leading to zeros in the determinant are often complex and near-trapping may be thought of as the situation closest to pure-trapping if one sets the imaginary part of these complex wavenumbers to zero. The size of the imaginary part gives a measure of the wave damping due to radiation to infinity. The modes with the smallest imaginary wavenumber components are closest to pure-trapping with rather weak radiation leaking out to infinity and are therefore likely to have very large responses when excited by incoming waves. Detailed discussion on the linear excitation of these near-trapped modes for the same structure as considered here is given in Section 3 of Grice et al. (2013) . A list of the predicted complex trapped mode wavenumbers is given in Table 1 , which shows the real and imaginary parts of the wavenumber, normalised by column radius, and the associated period and wavelength for the simple four bottom-seated circular columns described above.
The first and lowest mode predicted has a normalised wavenumber of Re(ka)= 0.324 which for the geometry described above corresponds to an excitation period of 12.38 s. Typical storm waves on the open ocean have a peak period in the range T p = 12 15 s. This means that the lowest few modes could be significantly excited linearly. For the higher modes the sea-state would have too little spectral energy for near-trapping to be excited through linear excitation.
From a practical point of view, having found the near-trapped mode frequencies at which violent wave-structure interactions are most likely to occur, it is then useful to investigate the mode shapes, as this may lead to identification of the locations within the array where water-deck impact is most likely to occur. 
Mode shape approximation
A method of approximating the shape of the free surface (termed the response) for a near-trapped mode is presented here. Using the method of Linton and Evans (1990) to predict the near-trapped mode frequencies for arrays of cylinders, the associated mode shapes can be obtained based on series expansions. For more general multi-column configurations such as semi-submersibles, an alternative approach is desirable. The near-trapping frequencies may be obtained by observing peaks in the plots of characteristic parameters such as forces or local wave elevations. Having identified the near-trapping excitation frequencies, the corresponding mode shapes may then be approximated using their symmetric and antisymmetric properties. This latter approach is illustrated here. The surface elevation within and around the bottom-seated column array is calculated using the Oxford code DIFFRACT for a unit-amplitude, regular wave train, incident from a single excitation direction. The incident field is 7 then stripped away to leave the scattered surface response. This calculation is repeated for the same geometry but with the opposite incident wave direction.
To save computation time for a symmetric structure, the previously calculated scattered elevation field can simply be mirrored.
For a symmetrical structure, the mode shape will exhibit either symmetry or antisymmetry about an axis running through the geometric centre of the structure perpendicular to the incident wave direction. For example, with the structure discussed above and an incident wave moving broadside from left to right, a symmetrical mode shape with a peak between the two leading columns would also show an equal amplitude peak between the two downstream columns. The method presented above can be applied to each predicted near-trapped mode, regardless of excitation being through first or second order interactions.
The modes should be viewed as a mixture of both standing waves and outward propagating radiation because they are not pure trapped modes. Within the array the mixture is mostly standing wave and outside the array it is mostly radiation. These outward propagating components correspond to the radiation damping of the mode. As mentioned above, the size of the imaginary part of the predicted near-trapped wavenumber indicates the amount of damping within the mode. Table 1 . Both responses were found using the approximate method and show first order excitation field plots of the real and imaginary components of the response, and the modulus of these.
Linear excitation of these mode shapes was discussed in Grice et al. (2013) 
Eigenvalue method
An alternative and more sophisticated method of predicting the response shape at a near-trapped mode is discussed in Section 3 of Meylan and Eatock Taylor (2009) . This is suitable when the set of equations describing the wavestructure interactions can be found using a semi-analytical method, as in Evans and Porter (1997) . An eigenanalysis can be performed on these equations, and the resulting eigenvectors are then used with the corresponding eigenvalue to evaluate the surface elevation around the structure for a near-trapped mode.
These field plots are used to validate the approximate method discussed in the previous section. Figure 5 plots the predicted mode shape for a complex wavenumber of ka=2.5576+0.07239i. This is the expected mode shape associated with the near-trapped mode using the complex wavenumber as predicted by the method 11 of Linton and Evans (1990) , see Table 1 . Figures 5(a-c) show the resulting real and imaginary components, and the modulus of these mode shape responses, respectively. Now the numerical method upon which DIFFRACT is based can only analyse wave-structure interactions for real wavenumbers. Figure 6 therefore shows the equivalent eigen analysis mode shape response using the semianalytical solution evaluated with just the real part of the wavenumber for the near-trapped mode. This allows a more consistent comparison between the two methods. Comparing these plots with those of Figure 4 , obtained using the method described in the previous section, shows a good match between the two methods, with just a phase di↵erence. For the approximate method, phase can be defined with respect to the unit amplitude incident wave. In contrast for the complex eigenvalue approach phase in time is arbitrary. There are some di↵erences in the radiating pulses outside the array but within the centre the patterns from the two methods are very close. rate symmetric mode that is driven by second order, but not linear, excitation is "roughly speaking" a completely axi-symmetric ring mode that could be driven by second order excitation from any opposing pair of incident wave directions.
One of the reasons that makes this method approximate is that all modes are excited to some extent by an incident wave and so the method is reliant on the response at the peak frequency being su ciently dominant to render any 14 responses due to modes with peak responses at other frequencies negligible. When looking at the other first and second order excitation pairs, there are definite similarities between each pair of plots but the level of similarity decreases with frequency. This is also to be expected given the highly complicated nature of the mode shapes at the higher frequencies. For the lowest frequency neartrapped modes, linear calculations can give a good prediction of the second order sum response pattern for arrays of circular columns.
Near-flat QTF matrix approximation
Section 2 presented methods for predicting near-trapped mode frequencies and the mode shapes associated with each. It was shown that for the lowest few modes, the mode shape is dependent only on the response frequency, 
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and so linear results could be used to estimate the shape of the near-trapped modes driven by second order excitation. However, this did not hold for higher frequency mode shapes. In addition to this, Section 2 only looked at monochromatic cases, but for realistic modelling of extreme wave-structure interactions a real sea-state with a broadbanded spectrum should be used. A broadbanded spectrum with N components leads to an N ⇥ N matrix of QTFs, each entry of which requires a lengthy calculation. A method of minimising the number of computationally intensive QTF calculations required to accurately model second order wave-structure interactions would therefore be very useful. This section discusses an approximation to the QTF matrix using the hypothesis that for the first few modes QTFs are defined by the sum response frequency and that the di↵erence frequency has a negligible influence on the interaction. Taylor et al. (2007) introduced an approximation to the QTF matrix based on this assumption that QTFs are dependent on the response frequency far more than the di↵erence frequency. In a three dimensional plot of a QTF (e.g. modulus) versus the two incident wave frequencies (! i , ! j ) , the QTF is therefore approximately flat perpendicular to the leading diagonal. A summary is given here of the explanation in Taylor et al. (2007) as to why the QTF matrix (corresponding to discrete frequencies) can be approximated in this way. For a pair of incident waves, with amplitudes (A i , A j ), a sum frequency QTF matrix H with elements H ij can be found that will give the second order sum surface elevation in terms of these incident linear wave components as:
where the QTF is a function of the location relative to the array geometric centre (x = 0, y = 0) and
is the sum or output frequency. The frequency di↵erence is given by ⌦ = (! i ! j ), and in the QTF matrix is equal to the distance away from the leading diagonal of the matrix.
The second order sum response from Equation 3 contains a potential term and a quadratic term, of which the potential term dominates (see Walker et al. (2008) ). This potential sum term can itself be separated into two parts: the scattering from the incoming bound second order sum potential and the part driven by the free-surface integral. The free-surface integral contribution can be defined as the solution to Laplace's equation subject to the free surface boundary condition given in Equation 4 (see for example Garrison (1984) ).
The source term, f + (x, y) is simply a set of products of linear wave components at frequencies ! i and ! j . An integral solution for the potential is given by Equation 5, where the first two integrals are over the body surface and the third integral is over the free-surface.
G(⌦ + ) is a linear Green's function, which is a function of ⌦ + , hence changes to the (! i , ! j ) pair have no e↵ect on G(⌦ + ) as long as the sum frequency
If the major contribution to the QTF which is associated with + varies with frequency pair (! i , ! j ) while keeping ⌦ + constant, then these changes must be due to variations in the source term.
At low frequencies, where the wavelengths of the linear incident waves are long relative to the array geometry, there is little di↵raction and there are no significant di↵erences between the response and incident fields. Therefore, at these low frequencies there can be little variation across the array in the product source terms, f + (x, y). Thus, at low frequencies neither the Green's function or the source term are strong functions of
As these components of the potential sum terms are the solution to the integral equation driven by the free-surface integral, their contribution to the QTFs cannot vary significantly with the distance from the leading diagonal, ⌦ . For second order sum excitation of the first few near-trapped modes there can be a large second order response while satisfying the requirement of the incident wavelengths being long relative to the structure.
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The free-surface integral part of the second order sum response has been discussed but there is still a contribution from the scattering of the incoming bound second order sum potential. Since the sum frequency term, ⌦ + , determines the e ciency of scattering then the di↵erence frequency, ⌦ , is likely to have little e↵ect on the scattered field for each frequency pair with the same ⌦ + .
This requires that the column array dimensions are fairly small relative to the wavelengths corresponding to k i or k j , the wavenumbers of the incident waves giving rise to the second order sum component. Looking back to Table 1, one sees that the final column shows the wavelengths at each near-trapped mode.
Due to the squared relationship between wavenumber and angular frequency (at least in deep water), the wavelength of an incident component that would lead to monochromatic second order sum excitation of a near-trapped mode would be four times that associated with the response mode as given in the table.
This means that the first three or four modes corresponding to near-trapping at (! i + ! j ) could satisfy the requirement that the column array dimensions be fairly small relative to the wavelengths corresponding to ! i or ! j .
QTF structure
To assess the usefulness of this near-flat QTF approximation, results will be presented based on a more realistic model of a large o↵shore platform (a semi-submersible in water of depth 300 m, see Figure 1 Table 1 are approximately those for the new structure.
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The calculation of QTFs requires a calculation at all the frequency pairs, (! i , ! j ), which are needed to model a random sea state realistically. Due to the high computation time of each calculation one should find the minimum number of frequency components required to accurately characterise the QTF behaviour, e.g. N = 10-15, and then interpolate between these if required. One can use symmetry in the QTF structure to reduce the number of calculations from N 2 , where N is the number of frequency components in the incident spectrum, to N (N + 1)/2. This is because for the second order
, and for second order di↵erence terms, It has been shown so far that for low frequencies and the large o↵shore structure geometry, the surface elevation QTFs for wave-structure interactions were approximately constant close to but perpendicular to the leading diagonal.
Further away from the leading diagonal and at higher frequencies this approximation becomes less reliable but a JONSWAP wave spectrum (Hasselmann et al. (1973) ) has a high concentration of energy around the peak frequency. For second order responses, the QTFs such as those shown in Figure 10 are used as transfer functions to modify the product of each pair of incident spectral components. By multiplying the incident spectral components, the concentration of energy around the spectral peak is increased and as one moves away from this spectral peak the amount of spectral energy quickly decreases. For an incident JONSWAP spectrum with a peak period of T = 15.164 s, the spectral energy decreases quickly away from the peak so that at frequencies 10 % either side of the peak the spectral energy has dropped by approximately 50 %. Further away from the peak there is an '⇥' shape of increased amplitude along the two lines
At a distance of ! p from the peak, these lines of increased energy have been reduced to less than 3 % of the peak energy and away from those lines of increased amplitude the spectral energy has been reduced to less than 1 %. The weighting is so strong near the peak frequency that frequency pairs only a short distance away from the peak will have little e↵ect. To further illustrate that only the QTFs close to the peak frequency are important, Figure 11 uses the quadratic spectral energy distribution to find the frequency pairs where the spectral contribution is greater than 5 % of the maximum. The potential sum QTF magnitude at (12 m,12 m) from Figure 10 is then plotted at these frequency pairs. The white areas in Figure 11 represent frequency pairs where the spectral contribution is less than 5 % of the maximum value. The shaded areas show contours of the magnitude of the potential sum QTF where the spectral contribution is greater than 5 % of the maximum value.
The border plotted along the boundary between these two areas is the contour at which the spectral contribution is equal to 5 % of the maximum value. The number of frequency pairs with more than 5 % of the maximum spectral contribution is fairly small. Most of these pairs are centred about the peak, (! p , ! p ), with two extensions of the plotted area along the lines ! 1 = ! p and ! 2 = ! p . This suggests that assuming the QTFs are completely flat perpendicular to the leading diagonal can be a useful approximation to save time on the computationally intensive calculation of QTFs if the peak frequency is fairly low. It also shows that when using incident JONSWAP spectra, a cuto↵ at ! Max = 2! p can 23 be used without too much loss of spectral energy. A JONSWAP spectrum was used as the target sea state with the H s and T p discussed above, = 3.3, and N = 1024 spectral components. For each of the 10000 random open-ocean spectra to be generated a set of (N ⇥2) random numbers were produced with zero mean and unit variance. These random amplitudes were then introduced in the spectral domain to modify the JONSWAP spectrum and create a random realisation of the sea state. Every random realisation required (N ⇥2) random numbers because there are N spectral components in the target JONSWAP sea state, each of which has a real and imaginary part to be modified by separate random amplitudes. The generation of a large number of relatively short random time histories (3-4 hours) which can then be combined into one large data set was found to be more convenient than the generation of a single long time history of equivalent length. 10000 time histories each of length around 4 hours were generated and combined to give a total data set of over 750000 waves for the chosen sea state, allowing extreme value statistics to be collected without extrapolation.
The 10000 random wave histories represent the undisturbed surface elevation with no structure present. To account for the presence of the large o↵shore 24 structure these random open ocean time series were modified using either the full QTF matrix or the assumed flat QTF matrix to give two sets of random response surface elevation spectra. In both, the linear transfer functions were used to account for linear di↵raction. Both sets are based on the same realisation of the random undisturbed field. However, there will be di↵erences between the two sets due to some inaccuracies introduced with the flat QTF approximation.
Having generated the two sets of random response elevation spectra, the inverse FFT was taken for each random response spectrum to give the associated time history for the response surface elevation in the given sea-state. Every zeroupcrossing location and the crest and trough between each zero-upcrossing were then identified and combined to give two large datasets, each with over 750000
crests, using the full QTF matrix in one set and the flat QTF approximation in the second set. Within each set the crests were ordered in terms of elevation and the largest 500 were isolated and aligned so that all the crests were focused at time t = 0 s. The average of these was then taken at each point in time for ±100 s about the crest focus t = 0 s to give the average extreme wave elevation for the given sea-state at a response level of approximately one-in-1500 waves (comparable to the number of waves in a large winter storm).
To improve our understanding of exactly how the flat QTF approximation changes the shape of the second order sum packet, Figure 12 shows the individual linear, second order sum, and total elevation components for the crest focused 
Single Column
To further investigate the e↵ect on solution accuracy of using the flat-QTF approximation, comparisons were made between reconstructions of experimental data using full and approximate QTF matrices for a simpler structure of a single surface-piercing circular column. Having seen in the previous example that the flat QTF approximation is useful for a case where there is a plethora of near- Measurements were taken of the time histories for both the incident surface elevation and the force on the column. Linear and quadratic transfer functions were calculated with DIFFRACT to allow the reconstruction of the hydrodynamic force time history from the measured incident surface elevation. This reconstructed force time history was found using both the full QTF matrix and the flat QTF approximation, and both solutions were compared against the measured force time history. For more information on these experiments and the hydrodynamic force reconstruction see Zang et al. (2010) . More detailed analysis of the experimental results is presented in Fitzgerald et al. (2014) .
Our theoretical argument as to why the sum component QTF matrix appears approximately flat in the di↵erence frequency direction relies on features of the sum frequency Green's function and the excitation. In addition, for a simple structure without near-trapped modes, both the Green's function and the second order excitation are unlikely to vary quickly in the sum frequency direction, so it should not be surprising that the flat QTF approximation also holds here.
Conclusions
Extreme wave-structure interactions are investigated for a large o↵shore structure. Near-trapped mode shapes were compared for first and second order excitation using quadratic transfer functions to find the second order surface elevations. An e cient approximation was then investigated to minimise the computation time associated with finding the QTFs.
A simple method for finding near-trapped mode shapes using symmetry and anti-symmetry in wave fields from opposing incident directions was shown to give a good approximation relative to more complex and elegant methods (which are only likely to be suitable when analytical solutions are available) with minimal computation time. Second order di↵raction patterns were compared to linear 29 results and it was found that the di↵raction pattern was similar for second order double frequency excitation to the linear behaviour at the same response frequency. For the simple geometry of four circular columns one can use linear results to give reasonable approximations of low frequency near-trapped mode shapes excited by second order sum interactions. At higher frequencies the second order and first order mode shapes become less similar.
It has been shown here that in long waves one can approximate the QTF suminteraction matrices as being flat perpendicular to the leading diagonal. This allows the number of lengthy second order calculations necessary (N (N + 1)/2) to be reduced to just N along the leading diagonal. At higher frequencies there is more variation and a flat QTF approximation becomes less accurate.
Comparison of surface elevation time histories and hydrodynamic force time histories calculated using both the full QTF matrix and the flat QTF approximation showed that the results for the approximation were fairly close to the full matrix solutions. This has demonstrated that the flat QTF approximation can be used to greatly reduce the number of lengthy QTF calculations needed for second order solutions without significantly compromising the quality of results. The approach worked for both a large semi-submersible geometry, where near-trapped mode excitation is important, and for a single compact column in fairly shallow water, where no near-trapped modes exist. This suggests that the flat-QTF approximation is quite generally applicable at low wave frequencies.
